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Topics for today’s talk

1. Challenges for randomised trials in the era of a pandemic

➢ Consider this in the context of estimands

➢ Impact on trial populations

➢ Impact on trial data

2. The CONSERVE statement 2021: Guidelines for Reporting Trial Protocols and 
Completed Trials Modified Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic and Other Extenuating 
Circumstances

➢ Extension to the CONSORT and SPIRIT statements



Some general advice for ongoing studies that were interrupted 

1. Identify all study participants who are affected by COVID-19 and understand how 
they are affected (e.g., treatment interruption, study discontinuation, missed visits) 
and what is the impact on the trial

2. Determine what additional information needs to be collected in the study database 
or in the form of input from study investigators in order to adequately monitor, 
document, and address pandemic-related issues

3. Determine any changes to planned analyses and analysis population definitions, or 
additional sensitivity analyses that need to be pre-specified prior to unblinding

Meyer et al (2020): DOI: 10.1080/19466315.2020.1779122



Populations and samples in randomised trials
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• The treatment effect is an estimate of the difference in outcome between the two groups

• Possibly no reason to assume the pandemic impact on this, as it affects the whole of Sample B?  
Or does the pandemic affect the groups differentially? 

• We should think about these issues using the formal framework of estimands



Estimands framework for trials (ICH E9(R1) addendum)

• An estimand is the treatment effect to be obtained from the trial, and contains five key attributes:

(A) The population; the patients targeted by the scientific question

(B) The treatment condition of interest and the alternative treatment condition(s) e.g. control or 
placebo

(C) The variables (or endpoint) to be obtained for each patient required to address the scientific 
question,

(D) The specification of how to account for intercurrent events to reflect the scientific question of 
interest,

(E) The population level summary for the variable which provides a basis for a comparison between 
treatment conditions.

• Cro et al (2020) argue that a pandemic will not typically change estimand attributes  A, B, C and E

• I will argue that all of these could be affected by a pandemic, and how to examine this in your trial

Cro et al (2020): DOI: 10.1186/s12874-020-01089-6



(A) Trial populations

• In studies where enrolment is paused due to the pandemic, we should compare the 
populations enrolled before and after the pause.

• More generally, shifts in the population of enrolled participants over the course of the 
pandemic should be evaluated.

• Use pre-/during/para-pandemic phases

• Requires the accurate and precise definition of pandemic periods.
– Local, national, global differences

• Analysis: baseline characteristics (including demographic, baseline disease characteristics) 
could be summarized by enrolment period (pre, during, para-pandemic) to assess whether 
there are any relevant differences in the enrolled population relative to the pandemic time 
periods.  This could involve formal statistical testing.



(B) Treatments and comparators

• Consider the factors affecting uptake of intervention(s)

• There could be departures from random allocation e.g. non-compliance due to:

➢ Local restrictions causing lack of access to treatments e.g. lockdown 

➢ Avoidance of care (acute and chronic) by participants

➢ Medication shortages and contamination in IMP supply

➢ COVID-19 infection and/or self-isolation

➢ Changes to the delivery mechanism for interventions e.g. face-to-face switching to 
remote



(C) Impact on trial outcomes

• Changes to primary outcome due to COVID
– Differential effect between arms?
– Delayed hospital presentations?
– COVID impact on disease progression?

• Impact on self-reported data during COVID-19
– Potential changes to questionnaire responses?
– Further reduce follow-up rates?

• Is a higher event rate plausible with COVID
– If mortality is part of primary outcome: event rate could increase due to COVID-19 e.g. beyond 

proportion/rate expected in TAU
– Could assume increase in event rate proportional in both arms – but likely to be unknown.

• Sensitivity to alternatives to protocol-specified study data collection
– For example, switching between in-person and online data collection and assessments
– Analysis: Modelling the interaction between treatment and assessment method can be undertaken as 

an alternate sensitivity analysis



(D) Intercurrent events (ICEs)

• Intercurrent events are post-randomisation events that affect the interpretation or 
existence of trial outcomes

• ICEs should be considered pandemic-related if they occur as a result of pandemic 
related factors and are not attributed to other non-pandemic related reasons, e.g., 
treatment discontinuation due to lack of efficacy or a toxicity

• Pandemic-related ICEs of importance should first be categorized in terms of their 
impact on study treatment adherence (e.g., study treatment discontinuation) or 
ability to ascertain the target outcomes (e.g., death)

• We need to choose the appropriate strategies to handle the ICEs



(D) Intercurrent events example: missing data

• Outcome data may be missing because 
(a) planned assessments could not be performed; 
(b) collected data is deemed unusable for analysis, for example, out-of-window; or 
(c) data cannot be observed after an ICE (e.g., due to censoring).

• Summarize patterns (amount and reasons) of pandemic-related missing data in 
affected trials.

• Reporting patterns of missingness along several dimensions: 
– over time (in terms of study visits as well as periods before and after the start of pandemic 

disruptions), 
– with respect to certain demographic and baseline disease characteristics, as well as co-

morbidities considered to be potential risk factors associated with COVID-19 infection or 
outcomes, 

– and across geographic regions if appropriate

Cro et al (2020): DOI: 10.1186/s12874-020-01089-6



Handling missing outcome data: 4-step approach

Cro et al (2020): DOI: 10.1186/s12874-020-01089-6

Step 1: Clarify the treatment estimand of 
interest

Step 2: Establish what data is missing for the 
estimand

Step 3: Perform primary analysis under the 
most plausible missing data assumptions

Step 4: Perform sensitivity analysis under 
alternative plausible assumptions



Appropriate estimands in a pandemic

• Two estimands may be of interest:

1. Treatment effect in a hypothetical ‘pandemic-free world’, 

– this estimand uses a hypothetical strategy to deal with these intercurrent events, where interest lies in 
the treatment effect that would be seen had these events not occurred

2. Treatment effect in a ‘world including a pandemic’, where interest lies in the treatment 
effect that occurs in the presence of the pandemic.

– this depends both on the degree to which the trial overlapped with the pandemic, and the severity of 
the pandemic during the overlap period.

– For instance, if the same trial were to have started on a different date (and therefore, have a different 
amount of overlap with the pandemic), the value of the ‘world including a pandemic’ estimand may be 
quite different for the trial. As such, the generalisability of this estimand should be carefully 
considered.

Cro et al (2020): DOI: 10.1186/s12874-020-01089-6



(E) Implications and mitigations for analysis

• Planned statistical analyses may need to be modified due to effects of the pandemic on 
trials

• Example: perform epoch-subgroup analyses for primary and secondary endpoints by 
enrolment or pandemic period

➢ Use similar pre-/during/para-pandemic phases

➢ Analysis: once pandemic periods have been defined, time-varying indicator variables for visits 
occurring during different pandemic periods could be incorporated as appropriate in statistical models

• Additional sensitivity and supplementary analyses may be needed to properly understand 
and characterize the treatment effect

• All planned modifications and additional analyses should be documented in the SAP prior to 
data unblinding and in the final study report
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CONSERVE Statement 2021

• CONSORT and SPIRIT Extension for RCTs reVised in Extenuating circumstances (CONSERVE)

• CONSERVE offers guidance that could help improve the transparency, quality, and completeness of 
reporting important modifications to trials in extenuating circumstances

Orkin et al (2021): doi:10.1001/jama.2021.9941



CONSERVE statement: definitions

• Extenuating Circumstances: Unavoidable circumstances that prompt modifications 
to a trial. 

• These are not usually factors under the control of study investigators, sponsors or 
funders. 

• The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on studies already underway is an exemplar. 

• Other cases could include natural disasters, civil unrest, or other externalities that 
unavoidably inhibit a trial.



CONSERVE statement: definitions

• Important modifications: “Modifications” refer to any changes to a trial or the 
environment in which it occurs. 

• “Important” modifications refer to those changes that could have a potentially 
meaningful effect on the study’s:
➢ objectives or research question;
➢ ethical acceptability, including benefits and harms to participants;
➢ internal validity and generalizability;
➢ feasibility; or
➢ analytical methods and statistical power.

• Important trial modifications may include impacts and mitigating strategies 
implemented by the study team.



CONSERVE statement: definitions

• Impacts: Aspects of the trial that are directly affected or changed by the extenuating 
circumstance and are not under the control of investigators, sponsors or funders. 

➢ For example, impacts of COVID-19 could include closure of a trial site, which could lead to halted 
recruitment and outcome assessments.

• Mitigating Strategies: Aspects of the trial that are modified by the study 
investigators, sponsor or funder to respond to the extenuating circumstance or 
manage the impacts on the trial. 

➢ For example, investigators might respond to a closure of a study site by implementing virtual 
visits and revising the analysis plan.



CONSERVE statement: flow diagram

Orkin et al (2021): doi:10.1001/jama.2021.9941



CONSERVE statement: checklists
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Thank you for your attention
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